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Call for Papers: Technical Communications

On October 5-7, 1988, in Seattle, Washington, the IEEE-PCS will have its 1988 International Professional Communication Conference called "On the Edge: A Pacific Rim Conference on Professional & Technical Communications." Proceedings will be published. An added emphasis on cross-cultural communication is expected to draw increased participation by countries such as Japan, China, and South Korea.

Abstracts of papers should be sent by January 19, 1988, and will tend to fall into the following categories: Design, Production Delivery, and Testing of Technical Information ■ Communication Technology—Applications and Research ■ The Profession of Technical Communications, and ■ International Technical Communications. Workshop sessions and panels of 3 or 4 related presentations are also encouraged. Send 300-word abstracts to Profs. Mark Haselkorn and David Farkas, IPCP Program Chairs, Program in Scientific & Technical Communication, College of Engineering FH-40, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, or call (206) 543-2567.

Software Sampler at CCCC88

The Conference on College Composition and Communication will feature a Software Sampler on Thursday, March 17 (10 am to 5 pm) and on Friday March 18, 1988 (8:30 am to 5 pm). Volunteers are needed to staff the booth and demonstrate programs. Send your name, address, time willing to serve, and computers familiar-with to Helen Schwartz, English Department, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890 or call (412) 268-5636.

Programs are also needed. If you’re willing to make software you’ve developed available for sampling at CCCC88, send your program and user documentation to Nancy Kaplan, Writing Workshop, 174 Rockefeller Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-2502 or call (607) 255-4234. Software will not be available for copying unless you specifically give permission. You can bring up to 150 copies of a one-page handout on your software to the booth for distribution.

Two-week Workshop on Computers and Teaching Writing

June 13-24, 1987, in Houghton, Michigan, will be the site of a two-week workshop for English teachers wanting to incorporate computers into their writing-intensive classrooms. Ten six-hour days in fully equipped computer labs will be supplemented with additional evening work, providing one-on-one help in learning and developing computer applications suited for the individual’s own academic setting. Dr. Cynthia Selfe will teach the workshop, which costs $630 (and $200 extra for housing). Contact Buchegar, Education and Public Services, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, MI 49931, or call (906) 487-2262.
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Manuscript Submissions Welcome

The Newsletter welcomes article submissions that pertain to word-processing, text-analysis, and research applications in professional writing situations. Also, hardware and software reviews are encouraged, but please contact Dr. Jim Schwartz, Hardware/Software Review Editor, before submitting them (call Jim at 605-394-1246). Manuscripts may be submitted either as hard copy or on 5 1/4" diskettes using XEROX Ventura Publisher, Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, DCA, or standard ASCII code. If submitting disks, please make sure they are formatted either in MS-DOS, PC-DOS, or a popular CP/M format (Kaypro, Zenith, etc.) The Editors reserve the right to edit manuscripts, if necessary. If you want your manuscript or diskette returned, please send enough postage to cover the return along with a self-addressed envelope. Address all correspondence to the Editors, Research in Word Processing Newsletter, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, 501 E. St. Joseph, Rapid City, SD 57701-3995. Jim Schwartz may also be reached on CompuServe (70177,1154).
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